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Abstract—Monitoring of human activity requires people to 

be tracked as they move through the scene. Every tracking 

method requires object detection. We proposed a new method 

for detection and tracking of multiple moving objects under 

static background,  based on motion detection, background 

subtraction using canny edge detection with edge difference 

between consecutives frames. 
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I.   Introduction 
Automated video surveillance and monitoring has rich history 

[iii]. Monitoring of human activity requires people to be tracked 

as they move through the scene. Object tracking is an important 

task within the field of computer vision. Tracking can be 

defined as the problem of estimating the trajectory of an object 

in the image plane as it moves around the scene [i]. Every 

tracking method requires an object detection mechanism either 

in every frame or when object first appears in the video [i]. The 

existing object detection methods roughly classified into four 

categories: Point Detectors, Background Subtraction, 

Segmentation, Supervised Learning. Point Detectors: Point 

detectors are used to find interest point in the images which 

have an expressive texture in their respective localities. 

Background Subtraction: Object detection can be achieved by 

building a background model then finding the deviation from 

the model for each incoming frames. Any significant changes in 

an image region from the background model signifies a moving 

object [vii] Segmentation: The aim of image segmentation 

algorithms is to partition every image into perceptually similar 

regions [vi]. Supervised Learning: object detection can be 

performed by learning different object views automatically from 

a  set of examples by means of supervised learning mechanism. 

Learning examples are composed of pairs of object features and 

an associated object class where both of these quantities are 

manually defined.     

The aim of object tracker is to generate the trajectory of an 

object over the time by locating its position in every frame of 

video [i] Typically, tracking over  time consists of  matching 

moving objects  in successive frames [ii]. Tracking categories 

are Point Tracking, Kernal Tracking, Silhouette Tracking, 

Shapes Matching. Point Tracking: Object detected in 

consecutive frames are represented by points and the association 

of the  points based on the  previous object state which include 

object position and motion. This approach requires an external 

mechanism to detect the object in every frame [v]. Kernal 

Tracking: Kernal refers to object shape and appearance. Objects 

are tracked by computing the motion of the kernal in the 

consecutive frames [iv]. Silhouette Tracking: Tracking is 

performed by estimating the object region in every frame. 

Silhouette tracking make the use of information encoded inside 

the object region. Shape Matching: In shape matching object 

silhouette and its associated model is searched in the current 

frame. The search is performed by computing the similarity of 

the object  with the model generated from the hypothesized 

object silhouette based on previous frame [ix]. 

 

II. Methodology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Proposed algorithm overview 

 

The proposed algorithm which depicted in figure 1 consists of 

three stages: preprocess video frames , detect moving objects, 

and track detected objects. In first stage, video frames are 

preprocess, and in second stage moving objects are detected 

from the background scene based on background subtraction 

method. In tracking stage our aim is to  simultaneously track 

all moving objects from frame to frame. To do this, the tracker 

determines when an object enters visual field of view, 

computes the correspondence matching between objects in 

previous frame and objects currently being tracked and 

estimate the position of each object to trace its trajectory 

during sequence. 
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 1.Preprocess Video Frames 

 Pre-processing of video frames consists of following steps: 

A. Scaling: Read the size of every input frames.  

     If frame height<200 && frame width <300 then 

    do frame height and frame width double of its original size. 

 

If frame height > 400 && frame width > 500 then 

do frame height and frame width one third of its original size. 

B. Frame Difference: Take difference of every consecutive 

frames. 

C. Sharpening: For sharpening filters the resize frames. 

D. Edge Detection: Canny edge detection method is used to 

find out the edges in every input frames. Compute the edge 

difference between every consecutive frames [viii]. 

 

2. Object Detection 

For object detection we used pre-processed frames as input 

frames. 

1. Move 10 pixels overlapping blocks of 180 *60 in every 

frames. 

2. Compute sum of every blocks. 

3. If  sum is greater than 1200 then blocks are optimized blocks 

(shown by yellow color in result). 

4. Find out block which has maximum sum. This block shows 

that moving object is detected(shown by red color in result). 

5.For multiple object detection compute difference between 

optimized blocks and block which has maximum sum. 

6. If difference is less than 100, single object is detected but if 

difference is greater than 100 multiple objects are detected. 

 

3.  Object Tracking 

For object tracking, we repeat object detection method for 

every input frames. Once moving object is detected our aim is 

to track that object. For object tracking we used motion 

prediction technique. We read last 60 frames of video to 

predict motion of detected object. 

While detection we saved  left and top parameter of detected 

object block. While tracking whatever parameters being saved 

those will be compared  with parameters of detected object 

block in current frame. If difference is greater than 100 then 

new object is enter in current frame and also track that object 

by reading last 60 frames. 

 

 

III. Results  

 
We did several experiments to prove the feasibility of proposed 

detection and tracking method. We used Computer Vision 

Laboratory1_files videos. All test sequence are stored in 

Microsoft AVI format. Frame rate of video depend on that 

particular video. Figure 2 shows detection and tracking of 

single moving object in frame number t and figure 3 shows 

detection and tracking of single moving object in frame 

number t+1. 

Figure 4 shows detection and tracking of multiple moving 

objects in frame number t. Figure 5 shows trajectory of 

detected objects where x axis represents left parameter of block 

in which object is detected and y axis represent top parameter 

of same block. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Detection and tracking of single moving object in 

frame t. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Detection and tracking of single moving object in 

frame t+1. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Detection and tracking of multiple moving objects in 

frame t. 
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Figure 5. Trajectory of multiple moving objects. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

 
A new method for detection and tracking of multiple moving 

objects is proposed. A moving objects are identified by using 

background subtraction with canny edge detection method. 

Tracking is done using motion prediction technique. Future 

work is analysis and testing of proposed algorithm for dynamic 

background. 
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